Almost 70% are in Quebec.

That’s about 44 million litres each year. Enough to fill 17 Olympic-size swimming pools!

Approximately 80% of the world’s maple syrup is produced in Canada.

CANADA PRODUCES A LOT OF MAPLE SYRUP!

Canadian maple product exports have INCREASED by over 20% in the last 5 YEARS.

Today, approximately 45 M kg are EXPORTED to countries all around the WORLD.

TOP IMPORTERS
United States • Japan • Germany

HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR MAPLE SYRUP?

Canadian scientists created the world’s first-ever maple-syrup flavour wheel which describes the range of flavours in maple products.

Canada’s Indigenous peoples taught the early settlers how to harvest sap and boil it to make maple syrup.

Approx. 40 L of sap = 1 L of maple syrup

We grow a lot more than you may think
Find out more at: agr.gc.ca/discoveragriculture